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Torsion and Axial Current
Prasanta Mahato∗†
Abstract
The role of torsion and a scalar field φ in gravitation, especially,
in the presence of a Dirac field in the background of a particular
class of the Riemann-Cartan geometry is considered here. Recently,
a Lagrangian density with Lagrange multipliers has been proposed
by the author which has been obtained by picking some particular
terms from the SO(4, 1) Pontryagin density, where the scalar field φ
causes the de Sitter connection to have the proper dimension of a
gauge field. In this formalism, conserved axial vector matter current
can be constructed, irrespective of any gauge choice, in any manifold
having arbitrary background geometry. This current is not a Noether
current.
PACS: 04.20.Fy, 04.20.Cv, 11.40.-q
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1 Introduction
While we would like to believe that the fundamental laws of Nature are
symmetric, a completely symmetric world would be dull, and as a matter of
fact, the real world is not perfectly symmetric. More precisely, we want the
Lagrangian, but not the world described by the Lagrangian, to be symmetric.
Indeed, a central theme of modern physics is the study of how symmetries
of the Lagrangian are broken.
It is a remarkable result of differential geometry that certain global fea-
tures of a manifold are determined by some local invariant densities. These
topological invariants have an important property in common - they are to-
tal divergences and in any local theory these invariants, when treated as
Lagrangian densities, contribute nothing to the Euler-Lagrange equations.
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Hence in a local theory only few parts, not the whole part, of these invari-
ants can be kept in a Lagrangian density. Sometimes ago, in this direction, a
gravitational Lagrangian was proposed[1], where a Lorentz invariant part of
the de Sitter Pontryagin density, i.e. having broken de Sitter symmetry, was
treated as the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. By this way the role of torsion
in the underlying manifold has become multiplicative rather than additive
one and the Lagrangian looks like torsion ⊗ curvature. In other words -
the additive torsion is decoupled from the theory but not the multiplicative
one. This indicates that torsion is uniformly nonzero everywhere. In the ge-
ometrical sense, this implies that micro local space-time is such that at every
point there is a direction vector (vortex line) attached to it. This effectively
corresponds to the non commutative geometry having the manifold M4×Z2,
where the discrete space Z2 is just not the two point space[2] but appears
as an attached direction vector. This has direct relevance in the quantiza-
tion of a fermion where the discrete space appears as the internal space of
a particle[3]. Considering torsion and torsion-less connection as independent
fields[4], it has been found that κ of Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian, appears as
an integration constant in such a way that it has been found to be linked
with the topological Nieh-Yan density of U4 space. If we consider axial vector
torsion together with a scalar field φ connected to a local scale factor[5, 6],
then the Euler-Lagrange equations not only give the constancy of the gravita-
tional constant but they also link, in laboratory scale, the mass of the scalar
field with the Nieh-Yan density and, in cosmic scale of FRW-cosmology, they
predict only three kinds of the phenomenological energy density represent-
ing mass, radiation and cosmological constant. Recently it has been shown
that[7], using field equations of all fields except the frame field, the starting
Lagrangian reduces to a generic f(R) gravity Lagrangian which, for FRW
metric, gives standard FRW cosmology. But for non-FRW metric, in partic-
ular of Ref.[8], with some particular choice of the functions of the scalar field
φ one gets f(R) = f0R1+v2tg , where vtg is the constant tangential velocity of
the stars and gas clouds in circular orbits in the outskirts of spiral galaxies.
With this choice of functions of φ no dark matter is required to explain flat
galactic rotation curves
We know that, an anomaly is called a phenomenon in which the given
symmetry and the corresponding conservation law of a classical filed-theory
Lagrangian are violated as we pass to quantum theory. The reason for such
violation lies in the singularity of quantum field operators at small distances,
such that finding the physical quantities requires fixing not only the La-
grangian but also the renormalization procedure[9]. It is also well known that
the existence of anomalies can be attributed to the topological properties of
the background where the quantum system is defined[10]. In particular, for
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a massless spin one-half field in an external gauge field G, the anomaly for
the conservation law of the chiral current is proportional to the Pontryagin
form for the gauge group,
< dJ5 >=
1
4π2
Tr(F ∧ F ) (1)
Kimura [11], Delbourgo and Salam [12], and Eguchi and Freund [13] eval-
uated the quantum violation of the chiral current conservation in a four
dimensional Riemannian background without torsion, finding it proportional
to the Pontryagin density of the manifold,
< dJ5 >=
1
8π2
Rab ∧Rab (2)
This result was also supported by the computation of Alvarez-Gaume´ and
Witten [14] and Bonora, Pasti & Tonin [15].
The question then naturally arises as to whether the torsional invari-
ants can produce similar physically observable effects [16]. In a space time
with non vanishing torsion there can occur topologically stable configura-
tions associated with the frame bundle which are independent of the cur-
vature. The relevant topological invariants are integrals of local scalar den-
sities first discussed by Nieh and Yan. In four dimensions, the Nieh-Yan
form N = (T a∧Ta − Rab∧ea∧eb) is the only closed 4-form invariant under
local Lorentz rotations associated with the torsion of the manifold. The chi-
ral anomaly in a four-dimensional space time with torsion has been shown
to contain a contribution proportional to N , besides the usual Pontryagin
density related to the space time curvature[17].
It is always possible to define an axial current three-form from a Chern-
Simons class current for a massless spin one-half field in an external gauge
field G[18, 19], given by
J˜5 = J5 − 1
4π2
(A ∧ F − 1
3
A ∧ A ∧ A). (3)
Using equation (1) we see that the current J˜5 is conserved but not gauge in-
variant. In standard model, anomalies from leptonic sector cancel anomalies
from quark sector. Questions naturally arises, whether it is possible to con-
struct an axial current in curved space-time with torsion, irrespective of any
particular model of internal symmetry group, which is conserved and as well
as gauge invariant. This article has been prepared to study this possibility of
obtaining a conserved axial current following the results obtained in Ref.[6].
In section-2 and section-3 we briefly describe the geometrical approach
of the formalism of Ref.[6]. In section-4 we also give a short desfription of
results obtained in Ref.[6]. Section-4 is devoted to new results. Last section
is kept for discussion.
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2 Axial Vector Torsion and Gravity
Cartan’s structural equations for a Riemann-Cartan space-time U4 are given
by [20, 21]
T a = dea + ωab ∧ eb (4)
Rab = dω
a
b + ω
a
c ∧ ωcb, (5)
here ωab and e
a represent the spin connection and the local frame respectively.
In U4 there exists two invariant closed four forms. One is the well known
Pontryagin[22, 23] density P and the other is the less known Nieh-Yan[24]
density N given by
P = Rab ∧Rab (6)
and N = d(ea ∧ T a)
= T a ∧ Ta −Rab ∧ ea ∧ eb. (7)
Here we consider a particular class of the Riemann-Cartan geometry
where only the axial vector part of the torsion is nontrivial. Then, from
(7), one naturally gets the Nieh-Yan density
N = −Rab ∧ ea ∧ eb = −∗Nη , (8)
where η :=
1
4!
ǫabcde
a ∧ eb ∧ ec ∧ ed (9)
is the invariant volume element. It follows that ∗N , the Hodge dual of N , is
a scalar density of dimension (length)−2.
We can combine the spin connection and the vierbeins multiplied by a
scalar field together in a connection for SO(4, 1), in the tangent space, in the
form
WAB =
[
ωab φea
−φeb 0
]
, (10)
where a, b = 1, 2, ..4; A,B = 1, 2, ..5 and φ is a variable parameter of di-
mension (length)−1 and Weyl weight (−1), such that, φea has the correct
dimension and conformal weight of the de Sitter boost part of the SO(4, 1)
gauge connection. In some earlier works[17, 1, 4] φ has been treated as an
inverse length constant. In a recent paper[5] φ has been associated, either in
laboratory scale or in cosmic sale, with a local energy scale. In laboratory
scale its coupling with torsion gives the mass term of the scalar field and
in cosmic scale it exactly produces the phenomenological energy densities of
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the FRW universe. The gravitational Lagrangian, in this approach, has been
defined to be
LG = −1
6
(∗NRη + βφ2N) + ∗(ba ∧ ∇¯ea)(ba ∧ ∇¯ea)
−f(φ)dφ ∧ ∗dφ− h(φ)η, (11)
where * is Hodge duality operator, Rη = 1
2
R¯ab ∧ ηab, R¯ba = dω¯ba + ω¯bc ∧
ω¯ca, ω¯
a
b = ω
a
b − T ab, T a = eaµTµναdxν ∧ dxα, T ab = eaµebνTµναdxα, T =
1
3!
Tµναdx
µ ∧ dxν ∧ dxα, N = 6dT , ηa = 13!ǫabcdeb ∧ ec ∧ ed and ηab = ∗(ea ∧
eb). Here β is a dimensionless coupling constant, ∇¯ represents covariant
differentiation with respect to the connection one form ω¯ab, ba is a two form
with one internal index and of dimension (length)−1 and f(φ), h(φ) are
unknown functions of φ whose forms are to be determined subject to the
geometric structure of the manifold. The geometrical implication of the first
term, i.e. the torsion⊗ curvature1 term, in the Lagrangian LG has already
been discussed in the beginning.
The Lagrangian LG is only Lorentz invariant under rotation in the tangent
space where de Sitter boosts are not permitted. As a consequence T can be
treated independently of ea and ω¯ab. Here we note that, though torsion
one form T ab = ωab − ω¯ab is a part of the SO(3, 1) connection, it does not
transform like a connection form under SO(3, 1) rotation in the tangent space
and thus it imparts no constraint on the gauge degree of freedom of the
Lagrangian.
3 Scalar Field and Spinorial Matter
Now we are in a position to write the total gravity Lagrangian in the presence
of a spinorial matter field, given by
Ltot. = LG + LD, (12)
where
LD = φ2[ i
2
{ψ∗γ ∧Dψ +Dψ ∧ ∗γψ} − g
4
ψγ5γψ ∧ T
+cψ
√
∗dTψψη] (13)
γµ := γae
a
µ,
∗γ := γaηa, D := d+ Γ (14)
1An important advantage of this part of the Lagrangian is that - it is a quadratic
one with respect to the field derivatives and this could be valuable in relation to the
quantization program of gravity like other gauge theories of QFT.
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Γ :=
1
4
γµD{}γµ =
1
4
γµγµ:νdx
ν
= − i
4
σabe
aµebµ:νdx
ν (15)
here D{}, or : in tensorial notation, is Riemannian torsion free covariant
differentiation acting on external indices only; σab = i
2
(γaγb−γbγa), ψ = ψ†γ0
and g, cψ are both dimensionless coupling constants. Here ψ and ψ have
dimension (length)−
1
2 and conformal weight −1
2
. It can be verified that under
SL(2, C) transformation on the spinor field and gamma matrices, given by,
ψ → ψ′ = Sψ, ψ → ψ′ = ψS−1
and γ → γ′ = SγS−1, (16)
where S = exp( i
4
θabσ
ab), Γ obeys the transformation property of a SL(2, C)
gauge connection, i.e.
Γ→ Γ′ = S(d+ Γ)S−1 (17)
s. t. Dγ := dγ + [Γ, γ] = 0. (18)
Hence γ is a covariantly constant matrix valued one form w. r. t. the
SL(2, C) covariant derivative D. By Geroch’s theorem[25] we know that -
the existence of the spinor structure is equivalent to the existence of a global
field of orthonormal tetrads on the space and time orientable manifold. Hence
use of Γ in the SL(2, C) gauge covariant derivative is enough in a Lorentz
invariant theory where de Sitter symmetry is broken.
In appendices A and B of Ref.[6], by varying the independent fields in
the Lagrangian Ltot., we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations and then after
some simplification we get the following results of this section
∇¯ea = 0, (19)
∗N =
6
κ
, (20)
i.e. ∇¯ is torsion free and κ is an integration constant having dimension of
(length)2.2
mψ = cψ
√
∗dT =
cψ√
κ
, (21)
2In (11), ∇¯ represents a SO(3, 1) covariant derivative, it is only on-shell torsion-free
through the field equation (19). The SL(2, C) covariant derivative represented by the
operator D is torsion-free by definition, i.e. it is torsion-free both on on-shell and off-
shell. Simultaneous and independent use of both ∇¯ and D in the Lagrangian density (12)
has been found to be advantageous in the approach of this article. This amounts to the
emergence of the gravitational constant κ to be only an on-shell constant and this justifies
the need for the introduction of the Lagrangian multiplier ba which appears twice in the
Lagrangian density (11) such that ω¯ab and e
a become independent fields.
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i∗γ ∧DΨ− g
4
γ5γ ∧ TΨ+mΨΨη = 0,
iDΨ ∧ ∗γ − g
4
Ψγ5γ ∧ T +mΨΨη = 0, (22)
where Ψ = φψ and mΨ = mψ.
Gbaη = −κ[ i
8
{Ψ(γbDa + γaDb)Ψ− (DaΨγb +
DbΨγa)Ψ}η − g
16
Ψγ5(γa
∗T b + γb∗Ta)Ψη
+f∂aφ∂
bφη +
1
2
(h)ηδba], (23)
0 = [
1
2
∇νΨ{σ
b
a
2
, γν}Ψ+ i
2
{Ψ(γbDa − γaDb)Ψ
−(DaΨγb −DbΨγa)Ψ}
−g
4
Ψγ5(γa
∗T b − γb∗Ta)Ψ]η, (24)
κd[
g
4
∗(Ψγ5γΨ ∧ T )− f ∗(dφ ∧ ∗dφ) + 2h− β
κ
φ2]
= −g
4
Ψγ5γΨ, (25)
2
κ
βφ+ f ′(φ)dφ ∧ ∗dφ− h′(φ)η + 2fd∗dφ
= −2φ[ i
2
{ψ∗γ ∧Dψ +Dψ ∧ ∗γψ}
−g
4
ψγ5γψ ∧ T +mψψψη] = 0. (26)
In Ref.[6] the following comments were made,
• Right hand side of equation (23) may be interpreted[26] as (−κ) times
the energy-momentum stress tensor of the Dirac field Ψ(Ψ) together
with the scalar field φ. Where by equation (20) the gravitational con-
stant κ is 6∗N and then by equation (21) mass of the spinor field is
proportional to
√
∗N .
• Equation (24) represents covariant conservation of angular momentum
of the Dirac field in the Einstein-Cartan space U4 as a generalization
of the same in the Minkwoski space M4[27].
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• Equation (26) is the field equation of the scalar field φ. Here it appears
that, in the on-shell, other than gravity, it has no source. Whereas
in equation (25), there is a non trivial appearance of the torsion, the
axial-vector matter-current and the scalar field φ; provided the coupling
constant g is not negligible in a certain energy scale.
In Ref.[6], the spin-torsion interaction term was neglected, although it
might be that g played a dominant role in the early universe. In other
words, we may say that the scalar field, which appears to be connected
with the spinor field only in equation (25), is at present playing the role of
the dark matter and/or dark radiation. The consequence of this spin-torsion
interaction term, in the very early universe, may be linked to the cosmological
inflation without false vacuum[28], primordial density fluctuation [29, 30]
and/or to the repulsive gravity[31].
4 (g = 0) ⇒ Standard FRW Cosmology with
Dark Matter
From Ref.[6] we may repeat, in short, the analysis of the results obtained in
section-3. In the background of a FRW-cosmology where the metric tensor
is given by
g00 = −1, gij = δija2(t) where i, j = 1, 2, 3; (27)
such that
e =
√
− det(gµν) = a3 (28)
Taking g = 0, we get Einstein’s equations of standard FRW Cosmology,
where non-vanishing components of Einstein’s tensor (23), w. r. t. external
indices, are given by
G00 = −3( a˙
a
)2 = −κ(ρBM + β
κ
φ2 +
λ
κ
− 3h
2
)
Gji = −(2a¨
a
+
a˙2
a2
)δj i = −κ1
2
(h)δj i (29)
where we have assumed that, in the cosmic scale, the observed (luminous)
mass distribution is baryonic and co moving, s. t.∑
Ψ
i
8
{Ψ(γbDa + γaDb)Ψ− (DaΨγb +DbΨγa)Ψ}
= ρBM =
MBM
V
, for a = b = 0,
= 0, otherwise. (30)
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Here MBM and V are the total baryonic mass and volume of the universe
respectively.
From the forms of G00 and G
j
i it appears that the term
β
κ
φ2 represents
pressure-less energy density i.e. φ2 ∝ a−3 ∝ 1
e
. Following Ref.[6] equation
(29) reduces to
G00 = −3( a˙
a
)2 = −κ(ρBM + ρDM + ρDR + ρV AC.)
Gj i = −(2a¨
a
+
a˙2
a2
)δj i
= κ(pBM + pDM + pDR + pV AC.)δ
j
i, (31)
where
pBM = pDM = 0 (32)
ρDM =
β
κ
φ2 (33)
ρDR =
3γ
2
φ
8
3 , pDR =
1
3
ρR (34)
ρV AC. = −pV AC. = λ
4κ
= Λ (say). (35)
As the scalar field φ, at present scale, appears to be non-interacting with
the spinor field Ψ, vide equations (22), (25) & (26), the quantities having
subscripts BM , DM , DR and V AC. may be assigned to the baryonic matter,
the dark matter, the dark radiation and the vacuum energy respectively. If
we add another Lagrangian density to (13) corresponding to the Electro-
Magnetic field and modify D by D+A, where A is the U(1) connection one
form, and also consider massless spinors having cψ = 0, then on the r. h. s.
of equations in (31), ρDR and pDR would be replaced by ρR and pR containing
various radiation components, given by
ρR = ρDR + ργ + ρν ,
pR = pDR + pγ + pν (36)
s. t. pR =
1
3
ρR, (37)
where the subscripts have their usual meanings.
5 (g 6= 0) ⇒ ??
Here we consider the case where g is not negligible in equation (25). From
this equation we can define
JA ≡ Ψγ5∗γΨ
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= −κ∗d[∗(Ψγ5γΨ ∧ T )− 4f
g
∗(dφ ∧ ∗dφ) + 8
g
h− 4β
gκ
φ2],
≡ ∗dχ (say) (38)
Then incorporating quantum mechanical corrections we get the axial anomaly
[17, 9, 32]
χ ≡ d∗dχ = dJA = 2im∗(Ψγ5Ψ) + 1
8π2
[Rab ∧ Rab +
F ∧ F︸ ︷︷ ︸
abelian
+Tr( G ∧G︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-abelian
)] +T ≡ ρ (say) (39)
where T is torsional contribution to the anomaly[17] and F & G are the
abelian & the non-abelian gauge field strengths respectively. This equation
may be considered to be the four dimensional generalization of Poisson equa-
tion where the density four form ρ acts as the source of the scalar field χ.
5.1 Isotropy and Homogeneity of Standard FRW Cos-
mology
In previous section we see that neglect of g leads to the standard FRW
cosmology. Therefore if we assume, without g being negligible, that the back
ground geometry may be extrapolated from that of standard FRW geometry
then taking clue from equation (25), we may postulate
f ∗(dφ ∧ ∗dφ)− 2h+ β
κ
φ2 = constant. (40)
In this case equation (25) reduces to
Ψγ5γΨ = −κd∗(Ψγ5γΨ ∧ T ). (41)
Now defining an axial vector current three-form, given by
JA1 = κ
∗(Ψγ5γΨ ∧ T )T, (42)
and using (20) we get
dJA1 = 0 (43)
5.2 General case
In this case, with out assuming any particular background geometry, we may
define another axial vector current three-form, given by
JA2 = κ(Ψγ5γΨ ∧ F ) (44)
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where F = dA is the electro-magnetic or any U(1) field strength. Then using
equation (25) we get
dJA2 = 0 (45)
6 Discussion
Here we see that if we introduce a scalar field φ to cause the de Sitter con-
nection to have the proper dimension of a gauge field and also link this scalar
field with the dimension of a Dirac field then we find that the Euler-Lagrange
equations of both the fields to be mutually non-interacting. But they are in-
directly connected to each other when we consider Euler-Lagrange equations
of other geometric fields such as torsion and tetrad. Variation of the SO(3, 1)
spin connection as an entity independent of the tetrads we get the Newton’s
constant as inversely proportional to the topological Nieh-Yan density and
then the mass of the spinor field has been shown to be linked to the Newton’s
constant. Then using symmetries of the Einstein’s tensor we get covariant
conservation of angular momentum of the Dirac field in the particular class
of geometry in U4 as a generalization of the same in the Minkwoski spaceM4.
Neglecting the spin-torsion interaction term and considering FRW cosmol-
ogy we are able to derive standard cosmology with standard energy density
together with dark matter, dark radiation and cosmological constant.
Here we see that variation of torsion in the action gives us the axial vector
one-form j5 = Ψγ5γΨ to be an exact form [Eqn. (25)]. Divergence of the
matter axial current, the dual of j5, gives us the four dimensional general-
ization of Poisson equation where the density four form ρ acts as the source
of the scalar field χ [Eqn. (39)]. If we consider FRW geometry to be in the
background then the FRW postulate [Eqn. (40)] makes it possible to define
an axial vector current three-form JA1 as a product of torsion and matter
current j5. J
A
1 is conserved and as well as gauge invariant. In manifolds
having arbitrary background geometry the product of j5 and an U(1) field
strength F gives us another gauge invariant conserved current JA2 . These
conserved axial currents implies pseudoscalar conserved charges. Being not
Noether charges, physical significances of these charges are being studied and
will be reported in a forthcoming paper.
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